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The Henry Mancini Collection (Songbook)

2011-02-01

p v g composer collection with four oscars and 20 grammys to his credit henry mancini is one of the most successful composers and arrangers of all time this superb collection includes 45 songs
spanning his illustrious career including his popular television theme songs and movie classics baby elephant walk breakfast at tiffany s charade days of wine and roses inspector clouseau theme le
jazz hot mr lucky moon river newhart main title theme peter gunn the pink panther remington steele theme a shot in the dark the thorn birds whistling away the dark and more

Henry Mancini (Songbook)

2011-03-01

instrumental folio legendary songwriter henry mancini is featured in this collection for solo instrumentalists it includes great full accompaniment play along audio so you can sound just like a pro
songs include baby elephant walk charade the days of wine and roses it had better be tonight moon river the pink panther two for the road and more

The New Henry Mancini Songbook

1987

eighty nine enchanting titles breakfast at tiffany s moon river peter gunn blue roses

Mancini Magic (Songbook)

2011-02-01

piano solo composer collection features phillip keveren s expert arrangements of 15 mancini masterpieces including baby elephant walk the days of wine and roses dear heart moon river peter
gunn the pink panther the thorn birds two for the road and more

The Henry Mancini Easy Piano Collection (Songbook)

2011-02-01
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easy piano composer collection easy arrangements of 22 classics by academy award and grammy award winning composer henry mancini songs include baby elephant walk charade the days of
wine and roses dear heart inspector clouseau theme moon river peter gunn the pink panther whistling away the dark the thorn birds and more

The New Henry Mancini Songbook

1987

eighty nine enchanting titles breakfast at tiffany s moon river peter gunn blue roses

Henry Mancini Collection

1988

presents a collection of music manuscripts music notes cue sheets and timing sheets for music composed for motion pictures by american composer henry mancini 1924 1994 includes text and
music manuscripts for mancini s 1962 book sounds and scores

Henry Mancini

2011

e z play today this collection features 22 top mancini tunes all in our world famous easy to read notation includes baby elephant walk days of wine and roses in the arms of love life in a looking
glass mr lucky moon river peter gunn the pink panther the thorn birds and more

Henry Mancini

2003

printed versions of instrumental film scores can be quite difficult to find and in many cases the arrangements cited in this book are the only available printed manifestations the text presents
virtually every major film composer including max steiner erich wolfgang korngold bernard hermann jerry goldsmith and john williams
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Film Music at the Piano

2021-05-27

composers arrangers conductors session musicians and executives worked in easy listening and scoring complicating an academic focus that lionizes film music while ignoring or deriding easy
listening this book documents easy listening s connections with film music an aspect overlooked in academic and popular literature fueled by the rise of the lp and home entertainment easy
listening became the largest midcentury commercial music market generating more actual income for the record business than 7 inch singles easy listening roped in subgenres including classical
baroque jazz latin polynesian exotica rock broadway and r b appropriated and reinterpreted just as they were for cinema easy listening provided opportunities in orchestral music for conservatory
trained composers major film composers such as henry mancini and michel legrand had a prodigious output of easy listening albums critics fault easy listening for structural racisms overlooking its
evolution and practitioners easy listening helped destabilize a tripartite record business that categorized product as race records old time records or general popular music charlie parker s with
strings records altered the direction of jazz profoundly influencing other performers encouraging bold crosspollinations and making money the influence of technology and historical contexts of
music for work and leisure are explored original interviews and primary sources will fascinate scholars historians and students of cinema television film scoring and midcentury popular music

Easy Listening and Film Scoring 1948-78

2006-11-30

simply mancini is a collection of the most famous compositions by henri mancini phrase markings articulations fingering and dynamics have been included to aid with interpretation and a large
print size makes the notation easy to read titles anywhere the heart goes meggie s theme baby elephant walk charade crazy world darling lili the days of wine and roses dear heart how soon le
jazz hot moment to moment moon river mr lucky peter gunn the pink panther sometimes song from 10 it s easy to say the sweetheart tree the thorn birds main theme two for the road
whistling away the dark you and me

Simply Mancini

2013-07-01

piano solo songbook eugenie rocherolle s carefully crafted arrangements of mancini s timeless masterpieces are beautiful rich pianistic and accessible for the intermediate level pianist songs baby
elephant walk charade days of wine and roses dear heart how soon inspector clouseau theme it had better be tonight moment to moment moon river
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Mancini Classics Songbook

2015-12-01

piano solo songbook this folio features 20 songs from the beloved film and television composer in cool jazzy piano arrangements including baby elephant walk breakfast at tiffany s charade days of
wine and roses in the arms of love mr lucky moment to moment moon river peter gunn the pink panther the thorn birds main theme two for the road and more includes chord symbols

Henry Mancini

2020-12-23

the song index features over 150 000 citations that lead users to over 2 100 song books spanning more than a century from the 1880s to the 1990s the songs cited represent a multitude of musical
practices cultures and traditions ranging from ehtnic to regional from foreign to american representing every type of song popular folk children s political comic advertising protest patriotic
military and classical as well as hymns spirituals ballads arias choral symphonies and other larger works this comprehensive volume also includes a bibliography of the books indexed an index of
sources from which the songs originated and an alphabetical composer index

The Song Index of the Enoch Pratt Free Library

2022-12-05

��������������������������������������� �� ������������ ��������� �� ����� ��������������� ����� ����������� ����� �����
����������� ���������������� ����������� ��������������� ����� sunday songbook ����� brutus songbook ������ ��� ��������� ��� �� ����
ワイル カーティス メイフィールド ジェリー リーバー マイク ストーラー キャロル キング デイヴィッド ゲイツ ブルース ジョンストン トム ダウド テディ ランダッツォ ピーター アンダース ヴィンセント ポンシア ニコラス アシュフォード ヴァレリー
����� ��� ����� ��� �� �� �� ��� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� ����� �� ������ ���� ��� ���� ��������� ���� ����� ����� ���� �� �
��� ���� �� �� ����� � ������� ���� ����� ����� �������� jfn��38���������������� ����������� �����brutus songbook 2018 this is sunday
songbook

BRUTUS���� ����� �����Brutus Songbook

2015-01-27
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from its very beginnings the nature of jazz has been to reinvent itself as the musical genre evolved from its roots blues european music voodoo ceremonies and brass bands that played at funerals
parades and celebrations the sound reflected the tenor of the times from the citified strains of the roaring 20s to the big band swing of pre world war ii to the bop revolution that grew out of the
minimalist sound the war forced upon the art form that the music continued to develop and evolve is a tribute to the power and creativity of its musicians charlie parker thelonious monk sarah
vaughan art blakey dave brubeck sun ra john coltrane miles davis diana krall archie shepp chick corea branford marsalis larry coryell and kenny kirkland are just some of the jazz greats profiled
here the five major periods of jazz the bop revolution hard bop and cool jazz the avant garde fusion and contemporary form the basis for the sections in this reference work with a brief history of
each period provided the artists who were integral to the evolution of each period are then profiled each biographical entry focuses on the artist s life and his or her influence on jazz and on
music as a whole a complete discography for each musician is also provided

Jazz Musicians, 1945 to the Present

2017-07-01

henry mancini s classic songs come to life in these beautiful arrangements for string quartet or string orchestra by william zinn perfect for pops concerts these two volumes are level 3 4 medium
easy to medium arrangements titles baby elephant walk charade days of wine and roses the inspector clouseau theme meggie s theme from the thorn birds moon river pie in the face polka from
the great race song from 10 it s easy to say theme song from the molly maguires the thorn birds theme

Henry Mancini for Strings, Volume II

2001-12-18

it has been said that the records of singer and actress julie london were purchased for their provocative full color cover photographs as frequently as they were for the music contained in their
grooves during the 1950s and 1960s her piercing blue eyes strawberry blonde hair and shapely figure were used to sell the world an image of cool sexuality that stoked the fevered dreams of
many men the contrast between that image and reality the public and the private is at the heart of julie london s story through years of research extensive interviews with family friends and
musical associates and access to rarely seen or heard archival material author michael owen reveals the impact that her image had on the direction of her career and how it influenced the choices
she made including the decision to walk away from performing go slow follows julie london s life and career through its many stages her transformation from 1940s movie starlet to the coolly
defiant singer of the classic torch ballad cry me a river of the 1950s and her journey from las vegas hotel entertainer during the rock and roll revolution of the 1960s to the no nonsense nurse of
the 1970s hit television series emergency
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Go Slow

2012-12-01

now in paperback j j johnson known as the spiritual father of modern trombone has been a notable figure in the history of jazz his career has embodied virtually every innovation and
development in jazz over the past half century in this first comprehensive biography filmography catalog of compositions and discography the authors explore johnson s childhood and early
education document his first compositions and examine his classical roots thereby creating a unique and powerful illustration of the composer s technical and stylistic development new in the
paperback edition is an epilogue containing vital information about johnson s suicide as well as an index of discography titles

The Musical World of J.J. Johnson

2010-11-02

henry mancini s classic songs come to life in these beautiful arrangements for string quartet or string orchestra by william zinn perfect for pops concerts these two volumes are level 3 4 medium
easy to medium arrangements titles crazy world dear heart hong kong fireworks life in a looking glass mr lucky newhart peter gunn the pink panther remington steele speedy gonzales two for
the road

Henry Mancini for Strings, Volume I

2011-05-27

piano solo composer collection piano solo arrangements of more than 30 magnificent mancini hits includes baby elephant walk breakfast at tiffany s charade crazy world days of wine and roses
how soon moon river newhart main title theme peter gunn the pink panther a shot in the dark the thorn birds main theme two for the road whistling away the dark and more

Henry Mancini Piano Solos

2002-04-23

will friedwald s illuminating opinionated essays provocative funny and personal on the lives and careers of more than three hundred singers anatomize the work of the most important jazz and
popular performers of the twentieth century from giants like ella fitzgerald louis armstrong frank sinatra and judy garland to lesser known artists like jeri southern and joe mooney they have
created a body of work that continues to please and inspire here is the most extensive biographical and critical survey of these singers ever written as well as an essential guide to the great
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american songbook and those who shaped the way it has been sung the music crosses from jazz to pop and back again from the songs of irving berlin and w c handy through stephen sondheim
and beyond bringing together straightforward jazz and pop singers billie holiday perry como hybrid artists who moved among genres and combined them peggy lee mel tormé the leading men
and women of broadway and hollywood ethel merman al jolson yesterday s vaudeville and radio stars sophie tucker eddie cantor and today s cabaret artists and hit makers diana krall michael
bublé friedwald has also written extended pieces on the most representative artists of five significant genres that lie outside the songbook bessie smith blues mahalia jackson gospel hank williams
country and western elvis presley rock n roll and bob dylan folk rock friedwald reconsiders the personal stories and professional successes and failures of all these artists their songs and their
performances appraising both the singers and their music by balancing his opinions with those of fellow musicians listeners and critics this magisterial reference book ten years in the making will
delight and inform anyone with a passion for the iconic music of america which continues to resonate throughout our popular culture

A Biographical Guide to the Great Jazz and Pop Singers

2014-06-05

this text presents a comprehensive and up to date reference work on popular music from the early 20th century to the present day

The Encyclopedia of Popular Music

1982

musician composer producer arranger and pioneering entrepreneur quincy jones has lived large and worked for five decades alongside the superstars of music and entertainment including frank
sinatra michael jackson steven spielberg oprah winfrey ray charles will smith and dozens of others q is his glittering and moving life story told with the style passion and no holds barred honesty
that are his trademarks quincy jones grew up poor on the mean streets of chicago s south side brushing against the law and feeling the pain of his mother s descent into madness but when his
father moved the family west to seattle he took up the trumpet and was literally saved by music a prodigy he played backup for billie holiday and toured the world with the lionel hampton
band before leaving his teens soon though he found his true calling inaugurating a career whose highlights have included arranging albums for frank sinatra ray charles dinah washington sarah
vaughan and count basie composing the scores of such films as the pawnbroker in cold blood in the heat of the night and the color purple and the theme songs for the television shows ironside
sanford and son and the cosby show producing the bestselling album of all time michael jackson s thriller and the bestselling single we are the world and producing and arranging his own highly
praised albums including the grammy award winning back on the block a striking blend of jazz african urban gospel and hip hop his musical achievements in a career that spans every style of
american popular music have yielded an incredible seventy seven grammy nominations and are matched by his record as a pioneering music executive film and television producer tireless social
activist and business entrepreneur one of the most successful black business figures in america this string of unbroken triumphs in the entertainment industry has been shadowed by a turbulent
personal life a story he shares with eloquence and candor q is an impressive self portrait by one of the master makers of american culture a complex many faceted man with far more than his
share of talents and an unparalleled vision as well as some entirely human flaws it also features vivid testimony from key witnesses to his journey family friends and musical and business
associates his life encompasses an astonishing cast of show business giants and provides the raw material for one of the great african american success stories of this century
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Q

2011-01-20

quincy jones a research and information guide is an annotated bibliography and discography on one of the most prolific composers arrangers and conductors in american music this reference work
will appeal to wide range of musicologists ethnomusicologists and cultural studies scholars

Quincy Jones

2008-07-28

cedilla continues the history of john cromer adventures sounds rather too hectic begun by pilcrow described by the london review of books as peculiar original utterly idiosyncratic and by the
sunday times as truly exhilarating these huge and sparkling books are particularly surprising coming from a writer of previously let s be tactful modest productivity who had seemed stubbornly
attached to small forms john cromer is the weakest hero in literature unless he s one of the strongest in cedilla he launches himself into the wider world of mainstream education and comes upon
deeper joys subtler setbacks the tone and texture of the two books is similar but their emotional worlds are very different the slow unfolding of themes is perhaps closer to indian classical music
than the western tradition raga saga anyone this isn t an epic novel as such things are normally understood to be sure it contains no physical battles and the bare minimum of travel yet surely it
qualifies none of the reviews of pilcrow explicitly compared it to a coral reef made of a billion tiny crunchie bars but that was the drift of opinion page by page cedilla too provides unfailing
pleasure

Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings

1968

the many colorful characters of deep dish return for more sordid misadventures in this sequel get ready for more nail biting cliffhangers passionate encounters and disco fever as the dish becomes
deeper

Cedilla

1966-05-14

includes part 1 number 2 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals july december
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Deeper Dish

1966-10-15

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

1991

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard

2004

compiled from the author s own enormous collection and years of research this book lists approximately 6 200 films and the music that was a part of them each entry gives the movie title studio
year of release stars songs sung during the film over 15 000 throughout the book composers and or lyricists and a brief description of the album cover this book is a necessity for sheet music
collectors musicians historians and the general public who are interested in a greater knowledge of film music

Billboard

2022-12-13T00:00:00+01:00

this text designed as a tool for the college classroom gives the reader insight into the creative process used by master film composer henry mancini edited by roy phillippe the book provides 16
musical examples and includes a cd with recordings from the original soundtrack the text provides detailed analysis of the ideology and technique behind mancini s creation of music to be paired
with the film s storyline and its images a must for any aspiring film composer film music buff or mancini fan
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Cinema Sheet Music

2012-02-15

libro d esordio dell autrice già nota cantante nel panorama internazionale la voce nel pop e nel jazz è un volume originale nel taglio e utile nell uso È una guida alle migliori incisioni discografiche
jazz e pop di cento fra le più celebri e classiche canzoni americane dell epoca classica e moderna i cosiddetti standard di george gershwin cole porter e richard rodgers nati anche nel contesto del
musical di broadway divenuti la parte maggioritaria del repertorio jazzistico e oggi considerati tra gli oggetti più preziosi del novecento musicale inteso in senso lato l autrice si sofferma prima su
un analisi essenziale della parte autoriale delle canzoni evidenziandone gli aspetti fondamentali dal punto di vista melodico e testuale e poi suggerisce al lettore con una riflessione comparativa su
alcune tra le molte interpretazioni esistenti quali siano le migliori versioni discografi che dei brani tanto in ambito jazzistico quanto in quello più propriamente pop la sottile linea di confine tra pop
e jazz ossia tra la canzone nella sua forma originale scritta e edita a stampa e le sue interpretazioni jazzistiche che in ragione dell improvvisazione se ne allontanano spesso in modo creativo e che si
consegnano in senso documentario al mezzo discografico sono lo spunto per la premessa teorica e concettuale al volume redatta da luca cerchiari

Case history of a film score

1990-10

through film composer henry mancini mere background music in movies became part of pop culture an expression of sophistication and wit with a modern sense of cool and a lasting lyricism that
has not dated the first comprehensive study of mancini s music henry mancini reinventing film music describes how the composer served as a bridge between the big band period of world war
ii and the impatient eclecticism of the baby boomer generation between the grand formal orchestral film scores of the past and a modern american minimalist approach mancini s sound seemed to
capture the bright confident welcoming voice of the middle class s new efficient life interested in pop songs and jazz in movie and television in outreach politics but also conventional stay at
home comforts as john caps shows mancini easily combined it all in his music mancini wielded influence in hollywood and around the world with his iconic scores dynamic jazz for the noirish
detective tv show peter gunn the sly theme from the pink panther and his wistful folk song moon river from breakfast at tiffany s through insightful close readings of key films caps traces
mancini s collaborations with important directors and shows how he homed in on specific dramatic or comic aspects of the film to create musical effects through clever instrumentation eloquent
musical gestures and meaningful resonances and continuities in his scores accessible and engaging this fresh view of mancini s oeuvre and influence will delight and inform fans of film and
popular music john caps is an award winning writer and producer of documentaries he served as producer writer and host for four seasons of the national public radio syndicated series the cinema
soundtrack featuring interviews with and music of film composers he lives in baltimore maryland a volume in the series music in american life

La voce nel pop e nel jazz

1992
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henry mancini s classic songs come to life in these beautiful arrangements for string quartet or string orchestra by william zinn perfect for pops concerts these two volumes are level 3 4 medium
easy to medium arrangements volume two songs are baby elephant walk charade days of wine and roses the inspector clouseau theme meggie s theme from the thorn birds moon river pie in the
face polka from the great race song from 10 it s easy to say theme song from the molly maguires the thorn birds theme

Henry Mancini

2000

contains over two thousand entries arranged alphabetically within four volumes that provide information about significant films actors and actresses directors and writers and production artists in
north american british and west european cinematic history includes photographs and indexes

Henry Mancini for Strings, Vol 2: Conductor

1989

provides comprehensive information on musicians and groups from around the world entries include a detailed biographical essay selected discographies contact information and a list of sources

The Jazz Discography

International Dictionary of Films and Filmmakers: Writers and production artists

Contemporary Musicians
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